
New Rear Log
We have updated the rear log 

to � ush clean design to better 

frame the burn and blend more 

naturally with the existing logs.

Now Top Vent Compatible!
Venting limitations can be a  barrier 

between the “room you have” and the 

“� replace you want”. In addition 

to the original eight position 

adjustable rear exhaust, we 

have added a top exhaust. This 

venting versatility makes the Q3 

the most installation friendly gas 

� replace in it’s class. 

Innovative Heat Exchanger Design
Innovation combined with e�  ciency. 

The Q3 is the � rst Enviro product to 

include a whole new approach to 

the way we manufacture heat 

exchangers. Instead of a single or 

dual assembly the Q3 surrounds 

the � rebox with a four point heat 

exchange system, two of which use 

steel pipes insulated with aluminium 

wool to increase operating e�  ciencies.

Updated Burner
An updated burner pattern 

gives the Q3 an improved � ame. 

This revised burner tube can 

also be installed on existing 

Q3’s already in the � eld.

Part# 50-3315

Optional Liners
The Q3 includes a seven piece 

high de� nition log set. Choose a 

liner of your choice to complete 

the unit. Choose from deep 

texture brick, porcelain black 

enameled, and the recently 

added ledgestone liner.

 N E W  O P T I O N A L  FA C E 
The Forgeworks
An antique styled face with a 

weathered appearance. This 

surround is hand crafted with no 

two surrounds being identical.

Part# 50-3313
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